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Abstract

The lack of hand curated data is a major impediment to developing statistical semantic processors for many of the world languages. Our
paper aims to bridge this gap by leveraging existing annotations and semantic processors from multiple source languages by projecting
their annotations via the statistical word alignments traditionally used in Machine Translation. Taking the Named Entity Recognition
(NER) task as a use case, this work presents a method to automatically induce Named Entity annotated data using parallel corpora
without any manual intervention. The projected annotations can then be used to automatically generate semantic processors for the target
language helping to overcome the lack of training data for a given language. The experiments are focused on 4 languages: German,
English, Spanish and Italian, and our empirical evaluation results show that our method obtains competitive results when compared
with models trained on gold-standard, albeit out-of-domain, data. The results point out that our projection algorithm is effective to
transport NER annotations across languages thus providing a fully automatic method to obtain NER taggers for as many as the number
of languages aligned in parallel corpora. Every resource generated (training data, manually annotated test set and NER models) is made
publicly available for its use and to facilitate reproducibility of results.
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1. Introduction
The best results for every type of semantic processing
task are currently obtained by supervised corpus-based ap-
proaches. This means that manually annotated data is re-
quired to learn probabilistic models from the data. This
poses a major obstacle to developing semantic processors
whenever there is not manually annotated data for a seman-
tic task in a given language. In most cases, manually anno-
tating text for every single specific need is generally inef-
ficiently slow and, in most cases, unaffordable in terms of
human resources and economic costs. Instead, we would
like to be able to use already available semantic processors
and texts in other languages to get a good statistical model
for a new target language.
Our method leverages existing semantic processors and an-
notations to overcome the lack of annotation data for a
given language. The intuition is to transfer or project se-
mantic annotations, from multiple sources to a target lan-
guage, by statistical word alignment methods applied to
parallel texts (Och and Ney, 2000; Liang et al., 2006). The
projected annotations could then be used to automatically
generate semantic processors for the target language. In
this way we would be able to provide semantic processors
without training data for a given language.
Thus, this means that the problem can be decomposed into
two smaller inter-related ones: (i) How to project semantic
annotations across languages via parallel texts with a suffi-
cient acceptable quality to train semi- or weakly-supervised
semantic processors and (ii) how to effectively leverage the
(potentially noisy) projected annotations to induce robust
statistical models to perform semantic tasks such as Named
Entity Recognition (NER), Word Sense Disambiguation or
Semantic Role Labelling, to name but a few.
In this paper we focus on the first problem. We propose
using parallel data from multiple languages as source to
project the semantic annotations to a target language. Our
hypothesis is that in the combination of multiple sources
lies the possibility of improving the quality of the projec-

tions that will be used to train the semantic processors. For
the purpose of this work, we take the NER task as a use
case to test our hypothesis. Furthermore, four languages
are considered in our study: English, Spanish, German, and
Italian, although any language aligned in a a parallel cor-
pus is a possible candidate. Our method can be illustrated
by the following example provided in Figure 1, which takes
English as a target language.

Figure 1: Projecting Named Entity annotations via word
alignments to English as target language.
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Alignments Tokens in source languages es; de; it Target language (en)
1-1 alignment Europeos; Europas; europeo European
Multiple alignments del, Parlamento; Parlamentsgebäude; Parlamento Parliament
Misalignments del; Parlamentsgebäude; Parlamento Parliament
No alignments Los; Beschäftigungspakten; NONE European

Table 1: Examples of various alignments from Spanish, German, Italian to English.

2. Methodology
In order to develop our system we need: (i) a Named Entity
Recognition (NER) tagger; (ii) a parallel corpus to project
the semantic annotations in order to create the training data;
(iii) NER datasets for training the initial models to be de-
ployed to tag the parallel corpus, and (iv) a gold-standard
test set to evaluate our approach.
As NER tagger we choose ixa-pipe-nerc (Agerri and Rigau,
2016). It is designed to work robustly across languages and
datasets and it obtains state of the art results for the lan-
guages used in this study. We also use the following cor-
pora:

1. Gold standard data for training the initial ixa-pipe-nerc
models for the source languages. CoNLL 2002 and
2003 for German, English and Spanish, and Evalita
2009 for Italian. Both CoNLL and Evalita annotate the
three entity types (location, organization and person)
that we will use to induce our training data.

2. The Europarl parallel corpus on which to perform the
cross-lingual projections (Koehn, 2005), word-aligned
using Giza++ (Och and Ney, 2000) and divided into a
training and a test set.

3. The Europarl gold-standard test set is a new manually-
annotated evaluation set taken from the Europarl. The
test set contains 800 sentences manually annotated us-
ing the three entity types and following the CoNLL
2002 and 2003 guidelines for the 4 languages used in
this paper.

4. Back-off corpora to resolve ties in the projection step.
The idea is to compute the most frequent tag of a to-
ken in a large NER annotated resource. Thus, in case
of ties during the annotation projection the most fre-
quent entity tag will be assigned. We use Wikiner,
a silver standard built from the Wikipedia for several
languages (Nothman et al., 2013).

3. Projecting Annotations
There can be various types of word alignments between
the tokens and Named Entity (NE) classes for any two
languages: 1-1 alignments, multiple alignments, misalign-
ments and no alignments. Examples of such cases can be
found in Table 1:

• 1-1 alignments occur when the NE class of a token in
the source is cleanly aligned to one token and NE class
in the target.

• Multiple alignments means that two or more tokens
and NE classes are aligned from the source to one to-
ken and NE class in the target (e.g., del and Parla-
mento in Spanish aligned to one token Parliament in
English).

• Misalignments happen when a token is wrongly
aligned to a token in the target. Our algorithm con-
siders different strategies for these different types of
(mis-)alignments.

• No alignments occur when the token containing a NE
class in the source is not aligned to any token in the
target.

Taking this into account, for this work we have developed
two projection algorithms: (1) an upper bound designed
to evaluate the quality of the word alignments to trans-
port gold-standard Named Entity Recognition (NER) an-
notations; (2) strict match projection algorithm to project
automatically annotated NER annotations over the training
set. The automatically projected annotations will then be
used to train new NER models for the target language.

3.1. Upper-Bound
In order to establish the quality of the word alignments to
project semantic annotation, we designed an upper bound
projection method. In order to do so, we project the man-
ually annotated Named Entities using the Europarl test set
described in Section 2. Furthermore, we only transport a
NE tag to the target language whenever all three source an-
notations coincide. Thus, no back-off will be used for the
upper-bound. The resulting projected data will be evaluated
with respect to the test gold-standard of the target language
using the CoNLL script for NER evaluation. Intuitively, the
results should establish how much noise is created by the
projection via word alignments whenever the alignments
and tags for all the three source languages agree. For each
language, the upper-bound project algorithm performs the
following steps:

1. We obtain the word alignments for all four languages
and order them following the alignment types pre-
sented in Table 1.

2. The semantic tags are projected via word alignments
from the three source languages to a given fourth, tar-
get language. In this step a NE tag is projected only if
there are three agreements between the alignments in
the source. This may happen whenever there is a 1-1
alignment, or if there are multiple alignments but three
of the tags coincide across the three source languages.
Otherwise, the projected tag is ‘O’. This is illustrated
by Table 2.
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Alignments Tokens Tags in projection es; de; it Projected tag
1-1 alignment European ORG; ORG; ORG ORG
Multiple alignments Parliament ORG; O, ORG; ORG ORG

Table 2: Examples of upper-bound projection for English as target language.

3. Assign the span to the projected NE tag: It should be
noted that the projections are performed at token level,
so in order to annotate a Named Entity in the target
language, the projected NE tags must be contiguous.

3.2. Strict Match
The aim of our work is to project Named Entity (NE) an-
notations from several source languages into a target lan-
guage for which there is not training data. Thus, the result
of the projection will be an automatically created training
corpus on which we could train a Named Entity Recog-
nition (NER) tagger. As there are not large parallel cor-
pora manually annotated with Named Entities on which to
perform the projections, we annotate a large parallel cor-
pus with already existing Named Entity taggers so that we
can use the automatic Named Entity annotations and word
alignments to undertake the projection across languages.
Specifically, in order to automatically generate NER tag-
gers without manual intervention via the strict-match algo-
rithm our method goes through the following four steps:

1. We train ixa-pipe-nerc (Agerri and Rigau, 2016) on
the gold-standard training data from CoNLL (Tjong
Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003; Tjong Kim Sang,
2002) and Evalita (Speranza, 2009).

2. The Europarl training set for each language is tagged
with the gold-standard trained models.

3. We project the automatic tagged Named Entities from
three source languages to a fourth target language, per-
forming all 4 permutations.

4. ixa-pipe-nerc is then trained on the induced training
data via projection across languages obtaining a NER
tagger which is fully automatically generated.

For strict match, given a word in a sentence of the target
language, we obtain the aligned words and its NE classes
across the three source languages. Next, the NE tags of
target language are projected based on the candidates col-
lected from the three source languages. For the first version,
our strict-match projection algorithm considers at least two
or three alignment agreements among three source lan-
guages to determine the final tag for target language. If that
agreement is not reached, we use a back-off Named En-
tity tag obtained from computing the most frequent tag for
that token in Wikiner (Nothman et al., 2013). Strict match
requires at least a two alignment agreement (the same NE
class for an aligned token in two of three source languages)
in order to project a NE tag. If there is a tie (usually when
multiple alignments occur), then we back-off and project
the most frequent NE class in Wikiner for the given token.
More specifically:

1. Following the same procedure as for the upper-bound
method, we obtain the word alignments for all four
languages and order them following the alignment
types presented in Table 1.

2. The semantic tags are projected via word alignments
from the three source languages to a given fourth, tar-
get language. In this step a NE tag is projected follow-
ing three criteria: (i) if there are at least two agree-
ments between the alignments in the source; (ii) if
there is a tie, e.g., if more than two agreements occur,
then via back-off; and (iii) if there is not agreement
in the alignments, via back-off. This is illustrated by
Table 3.

3. This step is the same for the upper-bound method: we
assign the span to the projected NE tags in the target
assuming that they must be contiguous.

As mentioned in Section 2., we use the corpus Wikiner
(Nothman et al., 2013) to back-off whenever strict match
cannot decide which tag to project. The back-off strategy is
fairly simple. Given a large corpus annotated with Named
Entities, we calculate the most frequent tag for each token
in the corpus. Thus, whenever we need to back-off, we
simply consult the frequencies table obtained from Wikiner
for the candidate token and assign to that token the most
frequent one. For example, the token European mentioned
in Table 3 could conceivably be LOC, ORG or PER. As in
Wikiner the most frequent tag is ORG, then when backing-
off that is the tag that will be assigned to that specific token.

4. Experiments
First we present the results of the upper-bound projections
using the Europarl gold-standard described in section 2. Ta-
ble 4 displays the overview results of projecting with both
1-1 and multiple alignments. It is clear that the results ob-
tained projecting multiple alignments are better than those
with 1-1 alignment for all four languages. This is probably
due to the fact that in 1-1 alignments many projections are
not performed because no agreement is found.
With respect to the results of the strict match projections,
the models obtained from the gold-standard data are those
described in (Agerri and Rigau, 2016). For training the
models on the projected data we induced the same clus-
tering features described in (Agerri and Rigau, 2016) but
using the unlabelled Europarl training set instead of the
datasets originally used. These clustering features replaced
the features used in the original, gold-standard trained mod-
els. Thus, the difference between the gold-standard and the
projected models mentioned in Tables 5, 6 and 7 is the train-
ing corpus (CoNLL-Evalita vs Europarl) and the clustering
lexicons used (Wikipedia-Gigaword, etc. vs Europarl).
As we have already mentioned, we compare the gold-
trained models with the automatically induced ones via
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Alignments Tags in projection es; de; it Projected tag
3-agreement ORG; ORG; ORG ORG
2-agreement ORG; ORG; PER ORG
no agreement ORG; LOC; PER back-off
> 2-agreement ORG; ORG, LOC; LOC back-off

Table 3: Strict match projection for the token European for English as target language.

Alignment en de it es
1-1 91.47 75.52 91.75 96.32
Multiple 96.01 94.21 93.50 97.34

Table 4: F1 results on upper-bound projection.

strict match projections. This evaluation allows to under-
stand if our method produces as good results as the models
trained on gold standard, albeit out-of-domain, data. The
F1 results in Table 5 show that the automatically trained
models outperform the models trained on gold-standard
data except for Italian.

Training en de it es
Gold 65.08 49.87 65.82 58.75

Projected 69.14 70.62 62.44 64.16
upper-bound 96.01 94.21 93.50 97.34

Table 5: Comparing F1 results training ixa-pipe-nerc on
projected and gold-standard data.

Furthermore, our automatically obtained models are par-
ticularly good in terms of precision, which means that our
strict match projection algorithm is very strict, and only
projects Named Entities when it is quite confident. Thus,
for Italian the precision results are 7 points higher, 25 points
for Spanish and 10 points for German, as it can be seen Ta-
bles 6 and 7.

Precision Recall F1
en 70.00 60.34 64.81
de 68.40 39.24 49.87
it 67.03 62.45 64.66
es 55.66 59.69 57.60

Table 6: Evaluating Gold-standard trained CoNLL and
Evalita models on Europarl test.

Still, and even though our first results are quite promising,
we should note that the results of the automatically gener-
ated models are much lower than those established by the
upper-bound.

5. Related Work
Traditionally, there are many studies and works exploring
the contribution of semantic information or features with
the aim of improving Machine Translation (Koehn, 2010;
Artetxe et al., 2015) but the reverse has been rather uncom-
mon. Among previous works using parallel texts to auto-
matically induce linguistic processors, most of them focus
on inducing Part of Speech taggers (Yarowsky et al., 2001;

Precision Recall F1
en 70.30 68.01 69.14
de 78.87 63.94 70.62
it 75.14 53.41 62.44
es 80.29 53.42 64.16

Table 7: Evaluating models trained on automatically pro-
jected data.

Ganchev and Das, 2013; Täckström et al., 2012; Fossum
and Abney, 2005) although a very few of them worked on
semantic tasks such as Named Entity Recognition (NER)
(Yarowsky et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2016) and Semantic
Role Labelling (SRL) (Padó and Lapata, 2009).
Furthermore, almost every previous approach is based on
one-to-one projections using only one language pair to in-
duce the linguistic processors. As far as we know, there
are only two exceptions: Yarowsky et al. (2001) use bridg-
ing between two languages to perform lemmatization in a
third target language, and Fossum and Abney (2005) train
multiple POS taggers from monolingual source data and
combine their annotations to project them to a given tar-
get language. Therefore, to our knowledge, no previous
approach aims at doing transfer of semantic annotations as
we propose in this paper.
These previous works based on projection of annotations
have shown that the projected labels can result in a very
noisy training set in the target language. Various meth-
ods have been applied to address this problem, including
smoothing techniques (Yarowsky et al., 2001) and the com-
bination of token-level and type-level constraints to recal-
culate the probability distribution of the labels in a CRF
for Part of Speech tagging (Täckström et al., 2012). (Das
and Petrov, 2011) use the projected labels as contraints in a
Posterior Regularization framework and (Ganchev and Das,
2013) extend this work by training directly discriminative
models via cross lingual projection with Posterior Regular-
ization. Finally, instead of using total counts of labels of a
class to enforce the constraints, (Wang and Manning, 2014)
define expectation constraints at token level for NERC.
Closest to our work, Zhang et al. (2016) generate a high-
confidence annotation set using strict rules on parallel cor-
pora in order to project the Named Entity information from
the source to the target. The resulting annotated bitext is
then used to train a LSTM model. They evaluate their
work with respect to a baseline consisting of the projected
tags via automatic word alignments. The results show that
the word alignment method is much worse than the bitext
trained LSTM model. It should be noted that they do not
explain how the annotations are projected via word align-
ments. Furthermore, we believe that using only one source
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language may be detrimental to the quality of the projec-
tions.

6. Concluding Remarks
We train the same tagger on the automatically projected
training data and on out-of-domain gold-standard annotated
data. Our evaluation shows that the automatic generated
model outperforms the gold-standard trained model in an
in-domain evaluation. In this paper we have demonstrated
that it is feasible to automatically induce training data using
parallel data without manual intervention. This method al-
lows to generate Named Entity Recognition (NER) taggers
for a given language when no manually data is available.
Furthermore, our method may be applied to generate an-
notations for other semantic tasks, such as Semantic Role
Labeling or Supersense tagging.
We believe that the reported results could be improved by
using several strategies: First, it could be worth to perform
another iteration of the strict match projection. After all,
the projected NE tags are automatically obtained by apply-
ing the gold-standard trained models, which, as shown by
the evaluation, are much worse than the models obtained
from the Europarl. Thus, tagging the Europarl training set
with the automatically obtained models and project those
annotations could improve the quality of the projections.
Second, we may include more languages to improve the
quality of projections. In our experiments we have con-
sidered four languages, three source and one target, but it
might be worth to investigate if integrating more source an-
notations is likely to substantially cancel out projection er-
rors.
Third, we could focus the projection via word alignments
by language groups, namely, grouping Romance languages,
Slavic languages, under the assumption that word align-
ments for closely related languages may be of higher qual-
ity.
Future work also includes evaluating both gold-trained and
projected models on out-of-domain data. After all, NER
taggers are usually used to tag out-of-domain data, so if our
automatically generated models were to be at least as good
as the models trained on gold-standard out-of-domain data,
that would mean that for out-of-domain use our method
would be a convenient solution to obtain general semantic
processors without manual intervention.
The gold-standard and automatically generated models1 as
well as the the manually-annotated test set from the Eu-
roparl2 are made publicly available for its use and to facili-
tate reproducibility of results.
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